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AD BREAK
PERENNIAL
Fake News Update is brought to you in part by Colonel Clearwater’s
Beef Nuggets. Got a hankerin’ for a thick wad of cow between your
Teether Sutherlands? Well bite off MORE than you can chew with
Colonel Clearwater’s Beef Nuggets! Now that’s beef you can eat!

DAILY HEADLINES
MUSIC IN. F.N.U. Theme
ANAHITA
One fish, two fish, red fish, JEW fish?!
gefeelings, tonight at 11:00.

Get ready to gefelt your

MUSIC OUT.
With all the news you never knew you needed, and all the news you
needed to know, I’m Anahita Ardashir...
PERENNIAL
...And I’m Perennial Eschner. From the KLMNOP studios in Alone,
Michigan: this is F.N.U. The Fake News Update.

ANAHITA
And now, today’s headlines. A Tulsa man, Omar DeWint, was kicked off
a commercial airline after refusing to stow away his carry-on broom.
Oklahoma: where DeWint comes sweeping down the plane.
PERENNIAL
Speaking of musicals, a community theatre production of Fiddler on
the Roof quickly became “Fiddler on the Floor” after a nasty fall
from the lead, Colby Henderson. Keeping up with that old traditioooon
of breaking a leg. Tradition!
ANAHITA
Australian zoos are battling an epidemic: Koala Gonorrhea, leading to
important new discoveries related to marsup-pee-holes.
PERENNIAL
Speaking of furry ‘lil Johnsons, let’s take a look at the stock
market.
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SFX.
 ___.
ANAHITA
And now our FNU Reviews segment: Eschner Assesses.
PERENNIAL
This week I’m reviewing that prehistoric prehistorHIT, Jurassic Park.
The paleolithic dino-drama showcasing the everyday lives of everyday
dinos. I give this film 5 clever girls, and one unfortunate
port-o-john.
ANAHITA
And now PERENNIAL
This motion picture, Anahita! You know, I really can’t begin to tell
you - I was inRAPTURED with these dinos! And of course, a surprising
star turn by Ms. Laura Dern! You should keep your critical eye on
this one, moviephiles, because she is going places.
ANAHITA
Thank you, Perennial PERENNIAL
You know, by the end, I was tyrannosaurus-WRECKED! Run - do not
sprint - to your nearest Nickelodean to catch this 1993 smash hit!
ANAHITA
You know, it really seems like you enjoyed this film.
ANAHITA
It was alright.
ANAHITA
...And now, it’s time for today’s Cultural Climate Forecast. There is
a 12% chance that those boots AREN’T made for walking, a 34% chance
that your heart WON’T go on, and an 80% chance that the rhythm’s
gonna getcha.
PERENNIAL
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Well will you look at that, folks?! It looks like our poet-seeds have
grown into a poet-tree, because it’s now time for Anahita’s
 Poetry
Nook. Anahita?
ANAHITA
This is “Hanging By The Boardwalk” by Breshin Prince
Hey, girl
You’re looking fly
Hanging there by the boardwalk
Those barefoot feet
Covered in tar
Hanging there by the boardwalk
Peasant skirt, bikini top
Sunglasses missing a lens
Wrists covered in bracelets
Who gave you all those bracelets?
Those so, so many bracelets.
Bracelets.
Hanging there by the boardwalk.
MUSIC. Outro.
ANAHITA
Join us every morning Monday through Thursday for all the news you
never knew you needed, and all the news you needed to know.
PERENNIAL
From KLMNOP Thank you for listening to the Fake News Update, and
until next time...

We will be FNU.

BOTH [out of sync]


SOCIAL MEDIA BUMPER
PERENNIAL
Fake News Update is brought to you by Spoke Media. If you want to
follow us on the social media platform called Twitter, you can do so
@fakenews_update. You can follow me @I_Perennial, and Anahita
@AnahitaArdashir. If you would like to email us with your questions,
complaints, news stories, poetry, dirty laundry, dog pictures, or
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other assorted rigamarole... you may do so at
fakenewsupdate@spokemedia.io. Thank you for listening!
ANAHITA
This... is F.N.U.

